
 What have we been learning about this week? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nursery 

In English we have been learning lots of new vocabulary linked to Autumn. We have been clapping syllables in our names 

and comparing who has long names and who has short names. 

In Maths we have been recognising numbers 0- 3 in a variety of ways e.g. numeral, spot patterns, numicon tiles and sets 

of objects. 

This week, our spotlight on the wider curriculum  We are learning about Autumn and the changes that occur.. We have 

created pictures of Autumn trees using a variety of media.. 

 

Reception 

In English we have used our growing letter sound and tricky word knowledge to write about our own homes. 

In Maths we have been making comparisons of size using mathematical vocabulary. 

This week, our spotlight on the wider curriculum: What is a home? - A comparison between different types of homes. 

 Year 1 
In English we went on a walk to find Grandma's house paying attention to all the sights and sounds. We then wrote a 

description setting of the walk to Grandma's. 

In Maths we have explored the part whole model using practical resources and represented it pictorially too. 

Our spotlight on the wider curriculum was creating signpost maps in geography and investigating the best materials for 

the Three Little Pigs' Houses. 

 

 

 

Year 2 

In English we have been introducing our new class text, ‘The Owl Who was Afraid of the Dark’ and making inferences and 

predictions from the front cover.  

In Maths we have been using practical and pictorial methods to add two 2-digit numbers together.  

This week, our spotlight on the wider curriculum has been on Science. We have been focusing on the nutrition that living 

things need to survive, identifying Carnivores, Herbivores and Omnivores and drawing food chains. 

 

Year 4 

In English we have been answering comprehension questions about our fables and have created dialogue between 

characters.    

In Maths we have been understanding and using Roman numerals   

This week, our spotlight on the wider curriculum has been Geography. We have been investigating and locating some of 

the key landmarks within Ancient Egypt. We also used Google Earth to help locate them and compare how far away they 

were from one another.  

 

Year 3 

In English we have been writing a retell on our class text, The Stone Age Boy. Year 3 have been up levelling the text 

using direct speech and fronted adverbials. 

In Maths we have been exploring column addition as a strategy (crossing the 10s and 100s)  

This week, our spotlight on the wider curriculum has been based around our online safety topic and keeping mentally and 

physically healthy through sport and exercise.  
 

 

Year 5 
In English we have begun to look at a non - fiction text all 

about London, find out all we can about several 

architecturally significant buildings. 
In Maths we have continued to embed our place value skills, 

looking at numbers to 1,000,000 by identifying, rounding and 

using number lines. 

This week, our spotlight on the wider curriculum has been 

on Ancient Greek Sculpture, identifying the key features 

of it and creating our own sculpture using clay, tools and 

reinforcement. 

 

Year 6 

In Miss Moore’s and Mrs Atkins’ English Groups we have been exploring the features of a non-chronological report, in 

order to create our own airships. 

In Miss Fisher’s English Group we have been writing a narrative opening linked to ‘Holes’. 

In Maths we have been exploring strategies for multiplication, recapping and building on our prior knowledge, working 

efficiently. 

In Miss Fisher’s maths group we have been adding and subtracting, thinking about the most efficient strategy.  

This week, our spotlight on the wider curriculum was to look at Carl Linnaeus, a significant scientist, and understand the 

importance of his work in relation to classification. 

 

Year 5 
In English we have finished our London Eye leaflets and begun to look at a guided tour of Buckingham Palace. 

In Maths we been using written methods for addition and subtraction plus rounding and estimating. 

This week, our spotlight on the wider curriculum was looking at religious buildings. We have investigated their different 

features and how they have changed over time. 


